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Pots From An Apprenticeship
By Daniel Johnston

Before I met Mark Hewitt he was a mystery to me. An  English 
potter throwing large wood fired pots in North Carolina. He 
was an unknown craftsman to me. I knew the pots, but not 
the potter.

I had spent four years turning in Seagrove and was just 
beginning to get experience  firing wood burning kilns. This 
fueled my curiosity about Mark’s large wood fired kiln.

When I met Mark in 1997 at the North Caroline Pottery 
Conference, I had no intentions of becoming an apprentice. 
I simply wanted to find out more about his large kiln. After 
helping with a firing in the spring Mark told me that he would 
have an opening for an apprentice in the summer. My first 
reaction was hesitancy. The idea of an apprenticeship did not 
interest me but how Mark made and fired pots did. I soon 
realized that the only way to know more about Mark’s pots and 
the tradition he carries with him was to become his apprentice.

The idea of an apprenticeship is as old as art and craft. 
Leonardo Da Vinci entered an apprenticeship with Andrea 
Del Verrocchio at age 14 and would serve for seven years. He 
began doing the most menial jobs, such as grinding pigments 
and cleaning brushes. By the end of his apprenticeship he had 
began painting in backgrounds in his master’s paintings. It 
is said he so beautifully painted an angel in Del Verrocchio’s  
“Baptism of Christ” that the master resolved to renounce 
painting and devoted himself to sculpture.

An apprenticeship is an unparalleled method of learning 
to become a skilled potter. An apprenticeship offers an 
environment that allows for intellectual growth, as well as 
hands-on training that is valuable to the evolution of basic 

The success of the apprenticeship depends on the dynamic of 
the relationship between master and learner. In my four-year 
apprenticeship with Mark the relationship remained straight-
forward throughout. Our arrangement was simple and clear. 
I offered my labor the first half of the day, and in return, the 
second half of the day was spent concentrating on making 
pots. The combination of the two parts of the day pushed my 
intellectual and technical abilities. The morning chores were 
not mindless. They demanded a particular concentration that 
was needed for success in the preparation of the local clay, 
and also an understanding of all it takes to have consistently 
dynamic firings in the large wood kiln. Then I spent the 
afternoons making pots. The pots I made were completely my 
responsibility.  This amount of control in my work allowed 
me to develop a range of skills and ideas. This environment 
motivated me to recognize my strengths and weaknesses, and 
involved  a certain amount of self-teaching. I credit Mark 
for upholding high standards and offering an abundance of 
aesthetic examples in his pots, which has helped guide me 
though my  apprenticeship. Mark’s intense concentration on 
his own work allowed little time for extensive analysis of my 
pots. His comments were not about whether my pots were 
good or bad, they were more often about understanding how 
to execute the decoration or form. 

My apprenticeship has given me the skills I need to be a 
potter, and has made me aware of the worldwide tradition 
of folk pottery of which I am a part of. The rich pottery 
culture in North Carolina gives me a strong foundation, 
although being a potter from North Carolina does not limit 
me to making Southern folk pots. My apprenticeship is 
the beginning of a life long venture, and I look forward to 
expanding and refining my thoughts and ideas.   

technical skills. In general, the labor provided in exchange 
for training, is very closely related to the craft or art being 
practiced. This provides insight into the efficiency and work 
ethic needed for survival as a craftsman or artist.

-Daniel Johnston turning a 10 gallon pot on a kick wheel at 
Mark Hewitt’s pottery in Pittsboro, North Carolina.

-Daniel unloading Michael Cardew’s kiln at Wenford Bridge 
Pottery during his visit to England in May of 1999.
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A Potter and His Apprentice

By Mark Hewit

At the heart of a pottery apprenticeship lies a bargain between 
an apprentice and a master. In return for a willingness to do 
whatever needs to be done, a master endeavors to teach an 
apprentice everything he or she knows. It is a fair trade.

Since 1983, when I set up a pottery in Pittsboro, North Caroline, 
I have worked with seven apprentices. My hope for each of 
these future potters is the same: at the end of their time in my 
workshop, an apprentice will have acquired the necessary skills 
to provide a sound aesthetic and economic foundation for their 
career. More important, I would like their enthusiasm and 
passion for pots to burn brighter than when they arrived.

What I have to offer an apprentice is a kind of precious secret: 
an intensely personal insight into the elusive mystery of  beauty. 
People who own and use my pots get a glimpse of that secret, but 
it is only in the lifetime of making them that the mystery is fully 
revealed. By working at my elbow for several years, apprentices 
can absorb the secret, as if by osmosis, and find a path towards 
their own creative development and understanding.  

When I apprenticed with Michael Cardew in England, between 
1976 and 1979, he shared his secret with me, not only by making 
his own beautiful pots but also by showing me a way of looking at 
all kinds of pots. He acted as a messenger, planting an heirloom 
seed about ceramic beauty in me, which has germinated, grown, 
blossomed, and is now bearing fruit.  I belong to a continuum, 
a lineage of potters and ideas that informs my work and sense 
of beauty. No potter works in isolation. It is a legacy worthy 
of offering my apprentices so that they too, in time, may add 
their own independent spirit, innovation and nuance to the 
progression.

The legacy holds that useful pot can be sophisticated vehicles 
for emotional, spiritual, and intellectual expression; that a pot 
is a portrait of its maker; that the “smell of inspiration” can 
emanate from a mug, even when empty. After years of looking at, 
handling, studying, and being delightfully critical of all kinds 

of pots, the elements that appear to me to represent this particular Holy 
Grail of ceramic quality include; using locally available materials wherever 
possible, making simple, useful pots in large quantities, and then firing 
them in large wood burning kilns. At their best, pots produced within this 
system have a refinement, complexity and friendliness that can engage the 
user indefinitely.

 This way of looking at pots owes its origins to the early  16th century 
Tea Ceremony Masters in Japan, who prized an unpolished, irregular and 
stark beauty in some of the objects they selected for the Tea Ceremony. 
Later, the early 20th century Japanese Mingei Folk Art Movement 
furthered this aesthetic by seeking to promote the production and use 
of unpretentious rural crafts.  Curiously, the same elements enjoyed by 
these Japanese connoisseurs exist within the stoneware pots made in 19th 
century North Carolina. I greatly admire these powerful vessels.  Combined 
with a thoroughly post-modern ability to pick and choose between times 
and cultures, I am able to create a hybrid style that is contemporary in 
feel, yet refers to some of the standards reached by the potters who made 
these wonderful pots. I call the style, “mingled, mangled, Mingei,” or 
alternatively, Southern Mingei.

No apprenticeship can offer unrestricted artistic possibilities to a novice. 
A workshop is, after all, an economic, not an academic institution. 
Nevertheless, within the hierarchy of authority and economic necessity in 
the workshop, I offer my apprentices as many aesthetic choices as possible, 
in an attempt to balance freedom and structure. The practice of this 
aesthetic and system of production characterizes an apprenticeship here.

 Gerry Williams writes,

“Apprenticeship must be pragmatic in its outlook, yet spiritual in its nature. 
Apprenticeship is more than a document or a government regulation. To 
fulfill its true purpose, apprenticeship should be: a learning situation; 
a study concerned with one’s life work; the transmission of experiential 
knowledge; authority with free will; synergy; obligation and fulfillment; 
and most of all, a positive moving energy.

...Furthermore a good apprenticeship must be economically viable in 
order to justify the time a master devotes to training the apprentice. The 
apprentice must also receive sufficient challenge from the master to develop 
professional, while also receiving emotional encouragement to survive such 
training.” 

Days as an apprentice here are divided into 
mornings of material husbandry, - -including the 
careful preparation of clay and glazes, moving 
wood, tending to the kiln - - and afternoons of 
making pots. Through repetition and fine-tuning, 
small pots are mastered, and then, gradually more 
complicated, larger ones are attempted. Apprentices 
are responsible for their own pots from start to 
finish, making, decorating and glazing each one. 
An extensive repertoire of shapes and sizes are made 
here, with new ones introduced periodically, as the 
muses dictate. However, no catalogue of precise 
dimensions exists, outside of uniform weights, so 
each mug, for instance, is treated uniquely, and is as 
capable of reaching an ideal shape and feel as all the 
others. We struggle perpetually to strike a balance 
between sloppiness and rigidity, thoughtlessness 
and over-analysis. 

My style of teaching in the workshop is as direct, 
clear, and kind as possible. In the early days, I 
frequently offer my students advice and critical 
observations, freely sharing the tricks of the trade. 
Mostly, however, it is up to the apprentice to be sufficiently motivated 
to go the distance, and wrestle with the task at hand, with guidance 
whenever sought and with nudges whenever appropriate. At times, 
misunderstandings and tensions can disrupt the atmosphere in the 
workshop. Most often, however, once the rhythms of workshop become 
familiar, my apprentices and I begin to marvel at the development 
of talent, skill, and ideas. Workshops at their best can be like jazz 
ensembles, with everyone playing their part and contributing equally, 
the lead shifting from one member to the next, with new ideas floating 
around for everyone to share and embellish. I learn as much as I teach. 

It has been a pleasure to teach and work alongside  Daniel Johnston. He 
has worked with me for four years, making a transition in that time from 
novice to peer. After an erratic introduction to production pottery in 
Seagrove North Carolina, he began working for me in the spring of 1997. 
He brought with him a reservoir of latent pottery skills, the enormous 
energy of youth, and a tremendous capacity for hard work. Daniel also 
possesses invaluable trade skills and deep country knowledge, learned 
growing up on a farms near Thomasville and Erect, North Carolina, 
with his parents Wayne and Kay, and siblings Jenna and Joe. With great 
discipline, intelligence, and strength of character, he has applied himself 
to all that I have thrown his way, putting his own confident stamp on 
the repertoire of pots made here, pushing to have his own ideas heard 
and embraced, and maintaining his own creative identity all along. 

His enthusiasm, hard work, and good nature underlie his natural 
talent, and I cannot overestimate nor thank him enough for the 
contribution he has made to this pottery.

Daniel is an auspicious name for a potter in North Carolina, 
redolent with good associations. I will enjoy watching his progress 
as he takes the stage with the other potters of the Old North State, 
and begins to make his own pots at his own place, with his own 
materials and voice. The day he unloads his first kiln, I plan to be 
first in line.
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VASE
Celedon glaze over an iron slip combed through, 
clustered iron and manganese dots, wood-fired 
stoneware
H. 12”

TEA POT
Alkaline glaze, blue glass runs, wood-fired stoneware
H. 5”
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PLANTER
Fired upside-down, Alkaline glaze, blue glass runs, wood-fired stoneware
H. 12”, W. 14”

VASE
Alkaline glaze, wood-fired stoneware
H. 17”

MUG
Alkaline glaze, parallel blue glass runs, 

wood-fired stoneware
H. 5”
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VASE
Faceted sides, bottle neck, fired in ash pit under stoking hole, 
wood-fired stoneware
H.11”

JAR
Double handled half gallon jar, Alkaline glaze, wood-fired stoneware
H. 9”

VASE
Manganese slip on belly, Alkaline glaze on neck, 
blue glass run, wood-fired stoneware
H. 4 1/2”

VASE
Alkaline glaze, Kaolin slip circles, blue glass 

runs, wood-fired stoneware
H. 9”
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FAN VASE
Inspired by early 1900’s North Carolina art 

pottery, Alkaline glaze, blue glass runs, wood-fired 
stoneware

H. 5”

VASE
Alkaline glaze, fired facing the firebox,  massive 
ember build up creating a range from glossy yellow 
glaze to mat ash charring, wood-fired stoneware
H. 10”

GROUP

VASE (left) Alkaline glaze, Manganese slip neck, blue glass runs, wood-fired 
stoneware H. 10”

VASE (middle) Manganese slip bands, Alkaline glaze neck, fluted rim, wood-fired 
stoneware H. 10”

VASE (right) Alkaline glaze over Manganese slip bands, Manganese slip neck, 
wood-fired stoneware H. 9”

FACETED VASE
Alkaline glaze, six facets creating triangular 
shape, wood-fired stoneware
H. 11”
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TEAPOT
White tin glaze, three medallions, wood-fired stoneware

H. 5”

JAR
Strap handles, medallions, Alkaline glaze 
over Manganese slip bands, wood-fired 
stoneware
H. 5”

FRONT COVER

CLOSE-UP OF PLATE 
Fired under stoking hole causing ember 
charring, offset blue glass drip. wood-fired stoneware
D. 10”
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